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DESCRIPTION
Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to the smoking device field, particularly to a method for 
assembling a smoke generator.

Background Art

[0002] Smoking is not only harmful to health of smokers, but also pollutes surrounding 
environments. In order to reduce harms of smoking to the health of smokers and to reduce 
pollutions to the environments, a suction device for heating tobacco to produce smoke by a 
means of non-burning is developed at now. Compared to traditional cigarettes, the suction 
device can greatly reduce harmful substances (e.g., tar) that are sucked into human bodies by 
roasting solid tobacco at a lower temperature. For the above advantages, the novel suction 
device, as a novel smoking device, is gradually popular for cigarette consumers. However, in 
the prior art, heating structures in the interior of most novel cigarette smoking devices are not 
reasonably arranged. For example, a cylinder heater will repeatedly heat smoking articles so 
that the smoking articles will produce a burnt taste due to an overly high local temperature, 
thereby to influence consumer's mouth feels. There have been some heating devices that use 
common-end-type heaters in section, which are provided with a plurality of heating legs around 
the smoking articles. Upon each suction, only one of the heating legs is started to heat a sector 
of the smoking articles. However, such heaters in section usually are prepared by cutting a 
piece of metal sheet into a plurality of legs having a common end by a laser cutting process, 
and then rolling it into a common-end-type heater in section. Due to the design that the 
plurality of legs have a common end, when one heating leg is in failure, it is difficult to replace 
and repair it separately. Either the whole common-end-type heater in section has to be 
replaced, which can result in resource wastes, or it is used by putting up with the other heating 
legs, which will influence the application effects. In addition, for the accuracy issue of the laser 
cutting process, the consistence in the electric resistance of each leg is poor, for example, the 
variance of the electric resistance of each leg being about ±10%, which can influence the 
heating uniformity.

[0003] EP0615411A1 discloses a smoking system, the system is provided in which a 
replaceable cigarette containing tobacco flavor material is electrically heated by a set of 
electrical heater elements contained within a lighter to evolve tobacco flavors or other 
components in vapor or aerosol form for delivery to a smoker. The cigarette and lighter are 
adapted to provide air flow patterns through the smoking system such that air flows 
transversely into the cigarette. Such patterns improve aerosol and flavor delivery to the smoker 
and reduce the condensation of residual heater-region vapor/aerosol in the smoking system.
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[0004] WO95/27412A1 discloses a tubular heater for use in an electrical smoking article. A 
cylindrical tube is provided of a mechanically strong and flexible electrical conductor such as a 
metal and has a plurality of separated regions. An electrically insulating layer such as a 
ceramic is applied on the outer surface except for one exposed portion. Electrically resistive 
heaters are then applied to the insulated regions and are electrically connected at one end to 
the underlying electrical conducting region. The electrical conductor is connected to the 
negative terminal of a power source. The other end of all the heaters are adapted to be 
connected to the positive terminal of the source. Accordingly, an electrically resistive heating 
circuit is formed wherein the tube serves as a common for all of the heating elements. The 
tubular heater can comprise an exposed end hub with a plurality of blades extending 
therefrom. Each blade can have an individual heater deposited thereon. Alternatively, every 
other blade can have a heater deposited thereon. The blades having no heaters function as 
barriers to minimize outward escape of generated vapors. Theses barrier blades also function 
as heat sinks for the heaters on adjacent blades.

[0005] Existing smoke suction devices available in the market usually include two assemblies 
of a supply power source and a smoke generator. Therein, the smoke generator has a 
complex structure, and processes for assembling it are also complex. Particularly, there are 
many heating parts in the smoke generator, and thus it is difficult to assure the reject ratio of 
finished products. Thus, the cost for industrial production of smoke generators is high.

[0006] Directed to the above defects, there is a need in the art for a method of quickly and 
effectively assembling a smoke generator.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] The objective of the invention is to provide a smoke generator and assembling method 
for the smoke generator. The individual heating bodies in said smoke generator are 
independent of each other, and thus when one heating body is in failure, it can be replaced or 
repaired separately. Said assembling method has the advantages of simple and rapid process, 
high production efficiency and low reject ratio of finished products. In order to realize the above 
objective of the invention, the invention is provided with the following technical solution:
A first aspect of the invention is concerned with a smoke generator 100, comprising: a 
supporting pipe 10, a plurality of heating bodies 60 having a first end 63 and a second end 64 
that are disposed in the supporting pipe 10, a first support 20 having an gas outlet 21 and a 
second support 30 having a gas inlet 31, the first support 20 and the second support 30 being 
respectively disposed at the two ends of the supporting pipe 10, and a plurality of positioning 
portions being disposed onto the first support 20 and the second support 30, wherein the first 
end 63 of each of the plurality of heating bodies 60 is disposed onto the first support 20 and 
bent onto the positioning portions of the first support 20, and the second end 64 of each of the 
plurality of heating bodies 60 is disposed on the second support 30; the second end 64 of the 
heating bodies 60 includes a first pin 61 and a second pin 62, in which the second pin 62 
extends out of the second support 30, and the first pin 61 is bent into an arc and then fixed 
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onto the positioning portions of the second support 30; the plurality of heating bodies 60 
surrounds a cavity 11 that is adapted to be filled with smoking materials.

[0008] In a preferred embodiment, a plurality of through holes 12 for gas entrance are 
disposed onto the sidewalls of the supporting pipe 10.

[0009] A second aspect of the invention is concerned with a method for assembling a smoke 
generator, wherein the smoke generator 100 comprises: a supporting pipe 10, a plurality of 
heating bodies 60 having a first end 63 and a second end 64 that are disposed in the 
supporting pipe 10, a first support 20 having an gas outlet 21 and a second support 30 having 
a gas inlet 31, the first support 20 and the second support 30 being respectively disposed at 
the two ends of the supporting pipe 10, and a plurality of positioning portions being disposed 
onto the first support 20 and the second support 30, wherein the first end 63 of each of the 
plurality of heating bodies 60 is disposed onto the first support 20 and bent onto the positioning 
portions of the first support 20, and the second end 64 of each of the plurality of heating bodies 
60 is disposed on the second support 30 and bent onto the positioning portions of the second 
support 30; the second end 64 of each heating body 60 of the smoke generator 100 is divided 
into a first pin 61 and a second pin 62 that are adaptable for electrical connection to the 
electrodes of the external supply power source, and the smoke generator 100 further 
comprises a non-conductive fastener 50 that is fastened in the gas inlet 31, and a base 40 that 
is engaged or sleeved onto the fastener 50; and the plurality of heating bodies 60 surrounds a 
cavity 11 that is adapted to be filled with smoking materials, the method for assembling the 
smoke generator comprising the steps of:

1. a), fixing a first support 20 and a second support 30 at two ends of a supporting pipe 10 
respectively;

2. b). sleeving the supporting pipe 10 obtained in the step a) onto an assembling rod 91 
adapted to pass through the supporting pipe 10;

3. c). inserting a first end 63 of the heating bodies 60 into a gap between the supporting 
pipe 10 and the assembling rod 91 along the end of the second support 30 until the first 
end 63 of the heating bodies 60 extends out of the end of the first support 20;

4. d). respectively bending two ends of the heating bodies 60 onto positioning portions of 
the first support 20 and second support 30 to fix the heating bodies 60; and the first pin 
61 of the second end 64 of each heating body 60, after being bent, is positioned onto 
the position portion of the second support 30, and the plurality of the first pins 61 are 
brought into contact with each other, and the individual second pins 62 are intermittently 
fixed between the fastener 50 and the base 40;

5. e). successively fixing the individual heating bodies 60 along the circumferential direction 
of the supporting pipe 10 onto the first support 30 and the second support 30, so that 
the plurality of heating bodies 60 surround a cavity 11 that is adapted to be filled with 
solid smoking materials.

[0010] The smoke generator as involved in the invention is adapted to heat solid smoking 
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materials (e.g., to heat solid tobacco materials) by the means of electric heating, to produce 
smoke for human suctions. The solid smoking materials may be either tobacco materials in a 
powder form or a particulate form, or tobacco articles that are processed to have a constant 
shape. In the method, when the smoke generator is in operation, a gas stream flows into the 
cavity 11 through the gas inlet, and then it is discharged from the cavity 11 via the gas outlet 
21. Preferably, the supporting pipe 10 is made of metallic materials, and the heating bodies 60 
are insulated from the supporting pipe 10. Preferably, a plurality of through-holes 12 for gas 
entrance are disposed on the side of the supporting pipe 10, and the through hole 12 passes 
through the cavity 11.

[0011] In a preferred embodiment, the assembling rod 91 is a part of an assembling tool, and 
the assembling tool comprises a substrate 92 and an assembling rod 91 disposed on the 
substrate 92.

[0012] Preferably, the heating bodies 60 are in a sheet form, and the number of the heating 
bodies 60 may be set to be more than three. The method for assembling the plurality of 
heating bodies may be conducted as follows: first of all, according to the step c), the heating 
bodies are assembled onto the supporting pipe 10 one by one; thereafter, according to the 
step d), each of the first ends 63 of the plurality of heating bodies 60 is bent and positioned 
onto the positioning portions, and then each of the first pins 61 of the second end 64 is bent 
and positioned on the positioning portions. Therein, the fastener 50 is used to fix the first pin 
61 on each of the heating bodies 60 and to separate the first pins 61 from the second pins 62 
to prevent false conductions. The base is used to intermittently fix the second pin of each 
heating body between the fastener and the base.

[0013] In a preferred embodiment, the positioning portion of the first support 20 or the second 
support 30 is a groove that is adapted to contain the bent first end 63 or bent second end 64 of 
the heating bodies 60. The positioning portion on the first end 63 is a first groove 22, and the 
positioning portion of the second end 64 is the second groove 32.

[0014] In a preferred embodiment, the smoke generator 100 further comprises a fixing cap 70 
that engages the first support 20, and the method for assembling the smoke generator further 
comprises the step:
f). detaching the supporting pipe 10, further sleeving the supporting pipe 10 onto the 
assembling rod 91 after the fixing cap 70 is sleeved onto the assembling rod 91, and engaging 
the fixing cap 70 onto the first support 20 along the assembling rod 91 while the fixing cap 70 is 
pressured onto the first end 63 of the heating bodies 60, wherein, the fixing cap 70 is adapted 
to compactly press the first end of the heating bodies, after being bent, onto the positioning 
portion of the first support.

[0015] As compared to the prior art, the smoke generator and method for assembling the 
smoke generator according to the invention have the following advantageous effects:

1.1. The plurality of heating bodies as involved in the invention, along the length direction 
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of a smoking article, are dispose in a cavity that contains the smoking article. The 
internal side of each heating body is attached to the smoking article, and has a shape 
adaptive to the outer surface of the smoking article. Furthermore, the above plurality of 
heating bodies are uniformly distributed along the circumferential direction of the cavity. 
In such a structure, not only each heating body can be in a uniform contact with the 
surface of the smoking article, thereby to homogenously transmit heat to the smoking 
article, but also the plurality of heating bodies can form a heater in a whole to 
homogenously radiate heat to the smoking article from the around thereof. Each of the 
heating bodies are separated from each other, and thus its operation can be separately 
controlled by controlling electric circuit. Thus, burnt taste as produced due to an overly 
high local temperature of the smoking article is prevented so that produced smoke is 
assured to have a good mouth feel. For the design that the plurality of heating bodies 
are separate from each other, once one heating body is in failure, it can be replaced or 
repaired separately of each other, thereby to avoid senseless write-off of the other 
heating bodies that are in normal operation. In addition, since the individual heating 
bodies in the invention are separate from each other, it can be molded in bulk production 
by conventional forging or casting processes. Thus, the expensive laser cutting process 
may be avoided, and this not only can reduce production coast, but also can decrease 
the fluctuation of the electrical resistance between heating bodies to be about ± 3%, 
thereby to increase the heating consistence.

2. 2. In the assembling method according to the invention, since the smoke generator in 
the invention are installed with a plurality of positioning portions on both the first support 
and the second support respective disposed at the two ends of the smoke generator, the 
smoke generator positions and fixes the plurality of heating bodies via the first and 
second supports. The first end of the plurality of heating bodies is disposed on the first 
support and bent onto the positioning portion of the first support, and the second end is 
disposed on the second support and bent onto the positioning portion of the second 
support. Thereby, the plurality of heating bodies surrounds a cavity that is adapted to be 
filled with smoking materials. Thus, by the positioning with the positioning portions, the 
movement of the heating bodies may be prevented, so as to better decrease the reject 
ratio in the finished smoke generators. Furthermore, the bending disposition way can 
have the advantageous effects of a simple assembling structure and a high production 
efficiency.

3. 3. In the assembling method according to the invention, the plurality of heating bodies in 
the smoke generator is disposed in the cavity along the length direction of the smoking 
article. The internal side of each heating body is attached to the smoking article, and has 
a shape adaptive to the outer surface of the smoking article. Furthermore, the above 
plurality of heating bodies are uniformly distributed along the circumferential direction of 
the cavity. In such a structure, not only each heating body can be in a uniform contact 
with the surface of the smoking article, thereby to homogenously transmit heat to the 
smoking article, but also the plurality of heating bodies can form a heater in a whole to 
homogenously radiate heat to the smoking article from the around thereof. Each of the 
heating bodies are separate from each other, and thus its operation can be controlled by 
controlling electric circuit. Thus, burnt taste as produced due to an overly high local 
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temperature of the smoking article is prevented so that produced smoke is assured to 
have a good mouth feel. For the design that the plurality of heating bodies are separate 
from each other, once one heating body is in failure, it can be replaced or repaired 
separately of each other, thereby to avoid senseless write-off of the other heating bodies 
that are in normal operation. In addition, since the individual heating bodies in the 
invention are separate from each other, it can be molded in bulk production by 
conventional forging or casting processes. Thus, the expensive laser cutting process 
may be avoided, and this not only can reduce production coast, but also can decrease 
the fluctuation of the electrical resistance between heating bodies to be about ±3%, 
thereby to increase the heating consistence.

Descriptions to the Drawings of the Invention

[0016]

Fig. 1 is a graphic diagram for the smoke generator in the invention;

Fig. 2 is a sectional view for the smoke generator in the invention;

Fig. 3 is an exploded structural schematic view for the smoke generator in the invention in 
which the heating bodies are detached;

Fig. 4 is a structural schematic view for the heating bodies in the invention;

Fig. 5 is a structural schematic view for the supporting pipe with through holes disposed 
thereon in the invention.

Fig. 6 is a structural schematic view when the heating bodies are installed during the process 
of assembling the smoke generator.

Fig. 7 is a structural schematic view when one heating body is installed in the process for 
assembling the smoke generator.

Fig. 8 is a structural schematic view when the fastener is installed in the process for 
assembling the smoke generator.

Fig. 9 is a structural schematic view when the base is installed in the process for assembling 
the smoke generator.

Fig. 10 is a sectional view for illustrating the structure of the smoke suction device comprising 
the smoke generator according to the invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention
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[0017] In order to more clearly illustrate the technical problems to be solved by the invention, 
and the technical solution and advantageous effects thereof, the invention is further described 
in detail by combining the following examples and the drawings. It should be understood that 
the specific examples as described below are only used for explaining the invention, but not for 
restricting the invention.

Example 1

[0018] As shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the example discloses a smoke generator 100 for 
assembling a smoke suction device in combination with the supply power source 200 (as 
shown in Fig. 10). The smoke generator comprises a supporting pipe 10 made of heat 
resistant materials, a plurality of heating bodies 60 having a first end 63 and a second end 64 
that are disposed in the supporting pipe, a first support 20 having a gas outlet 21 and a second 
support 30 having a gas inlet 31, the first support 20 and the second support 30 being 
disposed on the two ends of the supporting pipe, wherein both the first support and the second 
support are installed with a plurality of positioning portions. The first end of the plurality of 
heating bodies is disposed on the first support and bent onto the positioning portion of the first 
support, and the second end is disposed on the second support and bent onto the positioning 
portion of the second support. The heating bodies 60 surrounds a cavity 11 that is adapted to 
be filled with solid smoking material 300. When the smoke generator 100 is in operation, the 
gas stream flows into the cavity 11 via the gas inlet 31, and discharged from the cavity 11 via 
the gas outlet 21.

[0019] As shown in Fig. 4, in the example, the heating bodies 60 are in a sheet form, and the 
number of the heating bodies 60 is set to be five. The second ends 64 of the individual heating 
bodies 60 are divided into first pins 61 and second pins 62 adaptable for electrical connection 
to the electrodes of external supply power source 200, and the individual first pins 61, after 
being bent, are positioned onto the first support 20 and the individual first pins 61 are 
contacted with each other to form electrical connections.

[0020] Further, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the smoke generator 100 further comprises a non- 
conductive fastener 50 that is partially fastened in the gas inlet 31, and the fastener 50 does 
not block the gas inlet 31. The fastener 50 is used to fix the individual fist pins 61 and separate 
the first pins 61 from the second pins 62 to prevent false contact conduction between the first 
pins 61 and the second pins 62 upon installation that can result in the rejection of the finished 
products. In the example, the fastener 50 is engaged with the base 40 on its outer surface, and 
the base 40 will not block the gas inlet 31. The base is used to fix the individual second pins 62 
between the fastener 50 and the base 40. In other examples, the base 40 and the fattener 50 
may be connected by the means of the sleeving connection.
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[0021] As shown in Fig. 3, both the first support 20 and the second support 30 are installed 
with a plurality of positioning portions for fixing the first end 63 and the second end 64, and the 
first end 63 and second end 64 of the heating bodies 60 are bent onto the positioning portions 
of the first support 20 and the second support 30 respectively. In the example, the first support 
20 is installed with a groove 22 adapted to contain the bent terminal portion of the first end 63 
of the heating bodies 60 thereon, and the second support 30 is installed with a groove 32 
adapted to contain the bend terminal portion of the first pins 61 of the heating bodies 60 
thereon. Due to the installation regarding the groove 22 on the first support 20 and the groove 
32 on the second support 30, after the heating bodies 60 are bent onto the first support 20 and 
the second support 30, it can prevent the movement of the individual heating bodies 60 upon 
assembly, and assure the prepared finished products to have beneficial effect that a stable 
smoke quantity can be persistently produced.

[0022] In order to further fix the heating bodies 60, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the smoke 
generator 100 further comprises a fixing cap 70 that is engaged at the periphery of the first 
support 20, and the fixing cap 70 will not block the gas outlet 70. The fixing cap 70 presses 
onto the first end 63 of the heating bodies 60 to fix it.

[0023] In the example, the supporting pipe 10 is made of a metallic material. The heating 
bodies 60 is supported by the first support 20 and the second support 30, and it is not in 
electric contact with the supporting pipe 20. In other embodiments, the supporting pipe 10 also 
can be made of ceramics and other heat resistant materials.

[0024] As shown in Figure 5, a plurality of through holes 12 are further disposed on the side of 
the supporting pipe 10, and the through holes 12 can pass through the cavity 11. The through 
holes 12 can be used for air entrance and have the same functions as the gas inlet 31. The 
objective of the through holes is to render the entrance of gases to the cavity 11 to be more 
gentle and uniform. When the heating bodies 60 heat the smoking material 300, smoke may 
be more quickly extracted.

[0025] Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 are schematic views for illustrating the method for assembling the 
smoke generator 100. In the method, an assembling tool is usually used, and the assembling 
tool primarily comprises a substrate 92 and an assembling rod 91 disposed on the substrate 
92. The size of the assembling rod 91 is adapted to the size of the cavity 11. Particularly, the 
assembling method comprises the steps:

1. a), fixing a first support 20 and a second support 30 respectively at two ends of a 
supporting pipe 10;

2. b). sleeving a fixing cap 70 onto an assembling rod 91 that is adapted to pass through 
the supporting pipe 10;

3. c). sleeving the supporting pipe 10 obtained in the step a) onto the assembling rod 91, 
and engaging the fixing cap 70 onto the first support 20 along the assembling rod 91;

4. d). inserting a first end 63 of the heating bodies 60 into a gap between the supporting 
pipe 10 and the assembling rod 91 along the end of the second support 30 until the first 
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end 63 of the heating bodies 60 extends out of the end of the first support 20;
5. e). respectively bending two ends of the heating bodies 60 onto positioning portions of 

the first support 20 and second support 30 to fix the healing bodies 60; and
6. f). successively fixing the individual heating bodies 60 along the circumferential direction 

of the supporting pipe 10 onto the first support 30 and the second support 30, so that 
the plurality of heating bodies 60 surround a cavity 11 that is adapted to be filled with 
solid smoking materials, wherein the first pins 61 of the second end 64 of the individual 
heating bodies 60, after being bent, are positioned on the positioning portions of the 
second support 30 and the plurality of first pins 61 are contacted with each other, and 
the second pins 62 are intermittently fixed between the fastener 50 and the base 40, and 
pressing the fixing cap 70 onto the first end 63 of the heating bodies 60.

[0026] For example, the smoke generator 100 as shown in Fig. 1 comprises five heating 
bodies 60, a fixing cap 70, a fastener 50 and a base 40. Hence, after the step c) is completed, 
the five heating bodies 60, according to the step d), are assembled onto the supporting pipe 10 
one by one; then according to the step e), the first ends 63 of the five heating bodies 60 are 
bent into the groove 22 one by one, and then the first pins 61 on the second end 64 are bent 
into the groove 32 one by one.

[0027] At last, as shown in Figure 8, the fastener 50 is sleeved onto the assembling rod 91, 
and a part of the fastener 50 is installed into the gas inlet 31. Further, as shown in Figure 9, 
the base 40 engages the outer surface of the fattener 50.

[0028] In the example, the solid smoking material 300 is solid tobacco. In other examples, the 
solid smoking material 300 may further be tobacco paste or herb.

Example 2

[0029] The assembling method comprises the steps:

1. a), fixing a first support 20 and a second support 30 at two ends of a supporting pipe 10 
respectively;

2. b). sleeving the supporting pipe 10 obtained in the step a) onto an assembling rod 91 
adapted to pass through the supporting pipe 10;

3. c). inserting a first end 63 of the heating bodies 60 into a gap between the supporting 
pipe 10 and the assembling rod 91 along the end of the second support 30 until the first 
end 63 of the heating bodies 60 extends out of the end of the first support 20;

4. d). respectively bending two ends of the heating bodies 60 onto positioning portions of 
the first support 20 and second support 30 to fix the heating bodies 60;

5. e). successively fixing the individual heating bodies 60 along the circumferential direction 
of the supporting pipe 10 onto the first support 20 and the second support 30, so that 
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the plurality of heating bodies 60 surround a cavity 11 that is adapted to be filled with 
solid smoking materials, wherein the first pins 61 of the second end 64 of the individual 
heating bodies 60, after being bent, are positioned on the positioning portions of the 
second support 30 and the plurality of first pins 61 are contacted with each other, and 
the second pins 62 are intermittently fixed between the fastener 50 and the base 40; and

6. f). detaching the supporting pipe 10, further sleeving the supporting pipe 10 onto the 
assembling rod 91 after the fixing cap 70 is sleeved onto the assembling rod 91, 
engaging the fixing cap 70 onto the first support 20 along the assembling rod 91 and 
pressing the fixing cap 70 onto the first end 63 of the heating bodies 60.

[0030] The above specific examples are used to illustrate the principles and embodiments of 
the invention. It should be understood that the above embodiments are only used for aiding the 
understandings to the invention, and they cannot be understood to be restrict the invention. 
For a person skilled in the art, according to the concept of the invention, any slight variations or 
equivalent substitutions to the structural shape or configuration of the invention should be 
contained in the claimed protection scope.
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Patentkrav

1. Røggenerator, idet røggeneratoren (100) omfatter: et støtterør (10), en flerhed 

af varmelegemer (60), der har en første ende (63) og en anden ende (64), der er 

anbragt i støtterøret (10), kendetegnet ved at en første støtte (20), der har et 

gasudløb (21) og en anden støtte (30), der har et gasindløb (31), idet den første 

støtte (20) og den anden støtte (30) er henholdsvis anbragt ved de to ender af 

støtterøret (10), og en flerhed af positioneringsafsnit er anbragt på den første 

støtte (20) og den anden støtte (30), hvor den første ende (63) af hver af 

flerheden af varmelegemer (60) er anbragt på den første støtte (20) og bøjet på 

positioneringsafsnittene af den første støtte (20), flerheden af varmelegemer (60) 

omgiver et hulrum (11), der er indrettet til at blive fyldt med røgmaterialer, 

kendetegnet ved at den anden ende (64) af hver af flerheden af varmelegemer 

(60) er anbragt på den anden støtte (30); den anden ende (64) af 

varmelegemerne (60) inkluderer en første kontakt (61) og en anden kontakt (62), 

hvori den anden kontakt (62) strækker sig ud af den anden støtte (30), og den 

første kontakt (61) er bøjet i en bue og derefter fastgjort på 

positioneringsafsnittet af den anden støtte (30).

2. Røggenerator ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved at en flerhed af gennemgående 

huller (12) til gasindløb er anbragt på sidevæggene af støtterøret (10).

3. Fremgangsmåde til at montere en røggenerator, hvor røggeneratoren (100) 

omfatter: et støtterør (10), en flerhed af varmelegemer (60), der har en første 

ende (63) og en anden ende (64), der er anbragt i støtterøret (10), en første 

støtte (20), der har et gasudløb (21) og en anden støtte (30), der har et gasindløb 

(31), idet den første støtte (20) og den anden støtte (30) er henholdsvis anbragt 

ved de to ender af støtterøret (10), og en flerhed af positioneringsafsnit er 

anbragt på den første støtte (20) og den anden støtte (30), hvor den første ende 

(63) af hver af flerheden af varmelegemer (60) er anbragt på den første støtte 

(20) og bøjet på positioneringsafsnittet af den første støtte (20), og den anden 

ende (64) af hver af flerheden af varmelegemer (60) er anbragt på den anden 

støtte (30) og bøjet på positioneringsafsnittet af den anden støtte (30); den 

anden ende (64) af hvert varmeelement (60) af røggeneratoren (100) er opdelt i 

en første kontakt (61) og en anden kontakt (62), der kan tilpasses til elektrisk 

forbindelse til elektroderne af den eksterne strømforsyningskilde, og
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røggeneratoren (100) yderligere omfatter et ikke-ledende fastgørelsesorgan (50), 

der er fastgjort i gasindløbet (31), og en base (40), der er indgrebet eller er 

overtrukket på fastgørelsesorganet (50); og flerheden af varmelegemer (60) 

omgiver et hulrum (11), der er indrettet til at blive fyldt med røgmaterialer, 

kendetegnet ved at fremgangsmåden til at montere røggeneratoren omfatter 

trinnene:

a) . at fastggøre en første støtte (20) og en anden støtte (30) ved 

henholdsvis to ender af et støtterør (10);

b) . at overtrække støtterøret (10) opnået i trinnnet a) på en 

monteringsstang (91) indrettet til at passere gennem støtterøret (10);

c) , indsætte en første ende (63) af varmelegemerne (60) i et mellemrum 

mellem støtterøret (10) og monteringsstangen (91) langs enden af den 

anden støtte (30), indtil den første ende (63) af varmelegemerne (60) 

strækker sig ud af enden af den første støtte (20);

d) . henholdsvis at bøje to ender af varmelegemerne (60) på 

positioneringsafsnit af den første støtte (20) og anden støtte (30) for at 

fastgøre varmelegemerne (60); og den første kontakt (61) af den anden 

ende (64) af hvert varmeelement (60), efter det er bøjet, positioneres på 

positioneringsafsnittet af den anden støtte (30), og flerheden af de første 

kontakter (61) bringes i kontakt med hinanden, og de individuelle anden 

kontakter (62) fastgøres intermitterende mellem fastgørelsesorganet (50) 

og basen (40);

e) . successivt at fastgøre de individuelle varmelegemer (60) langs den 

periferiske retning af støtterøret (10) på den første støtte (20) og den 

anden støtte (30), så flerheden af varmelegemer (60) omgiver et hulrum 

(11), der er indrettet til at blive fyldt med faste røgmaterialer.

4. Fremgangsmåde til at montere en røggenerator ifølge krav 3, kendetegnet 

ved at monteringsstangen (91) er en del af et monteringsværktøj, og 

monteringsværktøjet omfatter et substrat (92) og en monteringsstang (91) 

anbragt på substratet (92).

5. Fremgangsmåde til at montere en røggenerator ifølge krav 3, kendetegnet 

ved at positioningsafsnittet af den første støtte (20) eller den anden støtte (30) 

er en rille, der er indrettet til at indeholde den bøjede første ende (63) eller
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bøjede anden ende (64) af varmelegemerne (60).

6. Fremgangsmåde til at montere en røggenerator ifølge krav 3, kendetegnet 

ved at røggeneratoren (100) yderligere omfatter en fastgørelseskappe (70), der

5 indgriber den første støtte (20), og fremgangsmåden til at montere 

røggeneratoren yderligere omfatter trinnnet:

f).  at løsne støtterøret (10), yderligere overtrække støtterøret (10) på 

monteringsstangen (91) efter at fastgørelseskappen (70) er overtrukket på 

monteringsstangen (91), og indgribe fastgørelseskappen (70) på den første støtte 

10 (20) langs monteringsstangen (91), mens fastgørelseskappen (70) trykkes på den 

første ende (63) af varmelegemerne (60).
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